NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT

MONTHLY POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT FOR
APRIL 2018

This monthly report is a review and
summary of our activities. The summary of
activities is reflective of not only the calls for
service and other actions we complete, but
is
indicative
of
the
effort
and
professionalism the members of the police
department continue to put forth in our daily
mission to deliver exemplary police service
to our community.

Colonel Ryan E. Schrand
Chief of Police
APRIL 2018
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ARRESTS MADE IN APRIL 2018
There were a total of 63 arrests made within the City of North
College Hill in APRIL 2018.
24 of the arrests were recite arrests (the person arrested was not
physically taken into custody but issued a citation and told to
appear in court).

39 of the arrests were physical arrests (the person was physically
taken into custody).

Of the total arrests made within the month of APRIL 2018,
34 were residents of North College Hill and 37 were nonresidents.
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OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS
RECEIVED IN APRIL 2018
TOTAL OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS FOR
APRIL 2018

154

TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE FOR
APRIL 2018

1,295
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VEHICLE CRASHES REPORTED
IN APRIL 2018
There were a total of 47 auto accidents within the
City of North College Hill in APRIL 2018.

6 - of these crashes involved injuries.

31 - of the auto accidents were on public roadways.

3 - of the auto accidents were on private property.
7 - of the auto accidents were Hit/Skip related.
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TRAFFIC CITATIONS ISSUED
IN APRIL 2018
The North College Hill Mayor’s Court had year-todate receipts totaling $65,119.01 as of APRIL 2018.

There were a total of
213

traffic

citations

issued within the City
of North College Hill
in APRIL 2018.

100 of the citations
were for moving offenses (OVI, Speeding, Fail to
Obey a Stop Sign, etc.)

40 of the citations were for non-moving offenses
(Expired license plates, not wearing a seatbelt, etc.)
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19 of the citations were for parking related offenses
(Parked where prohibited by signs, etc.)

54 of the citations were written warnings (the person
cited was not required to pay a fine or appear in
court).
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VEHICLES TOWED OR IMPOUNDED
IN APRIL 2018
There were a total of 16 vehicles either towed or
impounded within the City of North College Hill in
APRIL 2018. (These vehicles were towed or
impounded at the request of the police department)
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FALSE ALARMS RECEIVED
IN APRIL 2018
There were a total of 28 false alarms received that
required a response by the North College Hill Police
Department in APRIL 2018.

12 of these false alarms were to
businesses.

16 of these false alarms were to residences.

92 Total false alarms have been received in 2018.
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The following narratives are a small
sampling of the various calls for service the
North College Hill Police Department
routinely receives.

CALLS FOR SERVICE
Criminal Damaging
(2909.06)
Officers were called to Meis Ave.
for a property damage report. Upon
arrival, PO Henn was met by the
victim, who stated a male black and
female white caused damage to all
four tires of her husband's vehicle
while that vehicle
was parked in the
driveway of their
residence.
The
victim states she
heard a noise, and
when she looked
out the window, she
saw a male known
to her only as "Joe", walking away
from the vehicle. That subject got
into a red hatchback type vehicle that

was being operated by a female she
knows only as "Shannon".
That
vehicle then left the area, last seen
traveling south on Meis Ave. The
victim states the "Joe" subject resides
on Cedar Ave, near Lantana Ave, in
Cincinnati, however she does not
know the exact address or even the
exact house description. The victim
went on to say, she
believes
the
"Shannon" subject
may be angry at her
because
of
a
suspicion that the
victim is trying to
begin a relationship
with "Joe". All four
tires to the vehicle had been deflated,
however, PO Henn was unable to find
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any actual damage, and the valve
stem caps were all in place.
Officers responded to the area of
Cedar Ave and Lantana Ave to
search for the suspect vehicle,
however they were unable to locate
any vehicle or subjects that matched
the description given. The victim was
advised a report would be on file with
our department to document the
incident. She was further advised to
contact our department should the
subjects return.

Domestic Violence (2919.25)
Officers were dispatched
for a report of a domestic
dispute. Upon arrival, PO
Shepherd was met by the
victim and the suspect. PO
Shepherd spoke with the
victim and her 5 year old
son. Before she got to ask
the victim any questions,
the son immediately stated
to her that the suspect had
taken his mother by her neck and
choked her and pushed her on the
wall. PO Shepherd asked the victim if
this was true and she was crying and
stated yes. PO Shepherd looked at
the victim’s neck, and there were
deep red marks in the shape of
fingers on the left side of her neck.
PO Shepherd asked the victim if she

wished for charges to be filed and she
stated yes. It was at this point PO
Shepherd went into the kitchen to
meet with Lt. Petrocelli who was
speaking with the suspect. PO
Shepherd advised Lt. Petrocelli of the
situation and then advised the
suspect he was under arrest. The
suspect then immediately threw
himself on the floor and began crying
loudly
and
uncontrollably.
PO
Shepherd attempted to calm the
suspect, but she was unsuccessful.
Officers tried to place handcuffs on
the suspect, but he would not give
them his hands and he would
repeatedly fall down and cry and yell
loudly in the floor. Because
of the suspect's size in
comparison
to
PO
Shepherd
and
Lt.
Petrocelli's, they called for
additional units before they
attempted to handcuff the
suspect again. During this
time, PO Shepherd still
tried to reason with him, but
he would not calm down or
comply with officers. Mt.
Healthy Officer Stansberry then
responded, and after minutes of trying
to reason with the suspect, they had
to finally force his hands behind his
back to be handcuffed. After he was
handcuffed, he again threw himself in
the floor, yelling and crying loudly and
refused to get up and walk with
officers. He then vomited on himself
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from crying, and continued to lie on
the floor. Because of the suspect's
refusal to get off the floor, all three
officers attempted to pull him up to his
feet, but he continually refused to
stand up. After several minutes of
this, officers called for one more unit
to respond so we could carry the
suspect to a cruiser.
P.O. Lives of Mt. Healthy PD
arrived, and they again attempted to
pick up the suspect and carry him to
my cruiser. Eventually, he did get up
and walk out of the front door, but
again threw himself on
the ground just outside
the door and refused to
move. After minutes of
trying to order him up,
we then pulled him up
and took him to my
cruiser.
The suspect was arrested for
domestic violence and resisting
arrest, and transported to the
Hamilton County Justice Center.

Menacing (2903.22)
Officers were dispatched for a
person with a gun, associated with a
silver Volkswagen. PO Henn was at
Galbraith Rd and Hamilton Ave at the
time of the dispatch, and did not
observe any matching vehicles. He
was then given the update the subject

left the property, last seen north on
Hamilton Ave. He made contact with
the victim, who states the subject
threatened to hit her.
A witness
intervened and was able to push the
subject out of the store. The subject
then returned, and threatened to
harm the victim again. The witness
again pushed the subject out of the
store. The witness stated as the
subject got into his vehicle, he saw a
black handgun in the subject's
waistband.
PO Henn was able to obtain a
photo of the subject
associated
with
the
vehicle in question, and
both the victim and
witness
positively
identified him as the
subject involved.
The
victim states she does
wish to pursue criminal
charges against the subject. She was
advised Menacing charges will be
filed, and a report would be on file
with our department to document the
incident. She was further advised to
call 911 should the subject return.

Felonious Assault (2903.11)
Officers were called for a report of
multiple shots fired. Once PO Wilber
arrived, he made contact with a
witness. The witness stated that she
saw an older model white Pontiac
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grand am and a male shooting from
the area of 2nd alley and Dearmand
Avenue. The witness stated that the
car then fled east on Dearmand.
Officers located multiple shell casings
in the area of where the witness
stated she saw the male shooting
from. While officers were trying to
locate evidence and figure out what
exactly happened a female black
came up to us asking if her brother
was ok. She stated that her brother
was the victim and was shot at. Once
we locked down that the victim was at
our PD we asked a 3rd shift officer to
go outside and meet with him.
The victim stated
he was at Toms
Drive and received
a boot leg from a
friend
to
his
residents. When he
got out of the
vehicle that's when
an occupant from a
vehicle started shooting at him. He
stated that's when he ran to the police
department. He did not know who
would shoot at him or why. His mom
came to the PD and stated a subject
could be the subject due to a recent
drug arrest that occurred.

Once that was handled all the
shell casings by 2nd Alley and
Dearmand avenue were collected.

Also in the close vicinity was a cell
phone and 5/3rd receipt. Both were
taken into custody due to possibly
being evidence.
Officers then located more shell
casings and an actual round on the
street in front of 1915 Dearmand
avenue. All those pieces of evidence
were collected also.

Theft (2913.02)
The complainant called and stated
she put her Playstation 4 on Offer Up
to sell the system. A Latino female
agreed to buy the system for $220.00.
The suspect arrived
at
the
victim's
residence, with a
M/B.
The male
subject took the
money out of his
pocket and gave it
to
the
female
suspect, who in turn
gave it to the victim's boyfriend. The
suspects left immediately.
The
boyfriend then looked at the money
after the suspects left and discovered
that the money was not real. There
were 10 - $20.00 bills and 2 - $5 bills
that said "For Motion Picture Use
Only." PO Lasonczyk checked RCIC
for the name of the female suspect
and was unable to locate anyone with
that name. Also found amongst the
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fake money was $9.00 of real money.
That $9.00 was returned to Mr. Dunn.

Robbery (2911.02)

Attempted Burglary
(2911.12)

Officers were dispatched to the
area of Simpson Ave and Goodman
Ave for a street robbery. Lt. Maus
arrived on scene and found the victim
lying on the sidewalk. The victim
stated he was just robbed at this
location.

PO Shepherd was dispatched for
a burglary report. Upon arrival, PO
Shepherd was met by the victim, who
stated an unknown person had
attempted to gain access to her
house sometime today while she was
at work. The victim stated that she left
for work around 0930 hours, and
came home around 1530 hours, only
to find the screens from
her front windows laying
on the porch, both
having been cut open,
and also the front
window opened about
four inches. The victim
then stated that she has
"stoppers" in the tracks
of the windows so that they cannot be
opened, and no other windows
seemed to be tampered with as well
as nothing missing from inside or
outside the home. PO Shepherd did
observe the screens laying on the
porch, both having been cut open,
and the front window being slightly
open.

The victim states he had just got
off of the Metro Bus at this location
and began to walk south on Simpson
Ave when he got to the corner of
Goodman Ave and was attacked from
behind. The victim states two male
blacks, approximately 1825 years of age struck
him in the lower back and
then tackled him to the
ground. The victim states
while he was on the
ground
the
suspects
began to kick and punch
him. The victim states
one of the suspects asked him "What
you got?” The victim states he replied
by stating "I got five dollars in my
wallet". The victim states the suspect
then asked him where his wallet was
and the victim replied "in my back
pocket". The victim states the suspect
rolled him over and removed his
wallet from his left rear pocket. The
victim states both suspects then fled
on foot East on Goodman Ave
towards Betts Ave.
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Passing Bad Checks
(2913.11)

according to the warning on the
reverse side, are missing.

The bank manager called to
advise that a subject had attempted
to cash a check for $800.10. As the
manager was working on the
transaction,
he
said
something just didn't seem
right with the check, so he
attempted to contact the
Company on the front of the
check to confirm it.
The
company, ECO Development, LLC,
advised that it was a bad check and
they have not issued that number as
of yet. Some of the security features
that are supposed to be on the check,

After the confirmation was made,
the manager turned around and
noticed that the customer was gone.
The manager stated that the
customer did call back and
asked if his ID was there at
the bank and stated that he
was coming back sometime
to pick it up.
PO Brown
seized the ID and the check
for evidence and will attempt
to contact the suspect for him to
come and pick his ID up at the PD
and to talk to him about the check.
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:04/01/2018 to:04/30/2018

Printed: 5/5/2018 2:39 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
Abandoned Vehicle :
ACB :
Alarm :
Animal Complaint :
Assault :
Attempt to Locate :
Auto Accident :
Auto Accident - Hit Skip :
Auto Accident - Injuries :
Auto Accident - Private Property :
Back Up Officer :
Be on the Lookout For :
Breaking and Entering :
Burglary :
Business Check :
Check on the Well Being of Occ :
Code 6 :
Criminal Damaging / Vandalism / Mischief :
Custody Issue :
Death Report (DOA) :
Debris in the Road :
deleted :
Directed Patrol :
Disabled Vehicle :
Disorderly Person :
Domestic Dispute :
Domestic Violence :
Drug - Abuse / Possession / Selling :
Escort Detail :
Fight in Progress :
Fire - general :
Fire - Structure :
Fire - vehicle :
Fire Dept. Response :
Follow-up on Incident :
Found Property :
Go to your station see compl :
Homicide :
Information :
Intrusion Alarm :
Inv for loud music :
Investigate :
Investigate Shots Fired :
Investigate Trespasser :
Investigation :
Juvenile Complaint :
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1
1
36
24
8
15
31
7
6
3
1
11
3
4
134
12
2
17
3
3
3
1
13
15
7
17
3
3
3
15
1
2
1
7
22
4
1
1
25
3
5
2
3
2
2
16
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:04/01/2018 to:04/30/2018

Printed: 5/5/2018 2:39 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
k9 narcotics sniff :
Lockout Assistance :
Meet an Officer :
Menacing :
Missing person - Juvenile :
Mutual Aid - Assist COTP :
Mutual Aid - Assist CPD :
Mutual Aid - Assist MTHL :
Mutual Aid - Assist OSHP :
Mutual Aid - Assist Other Agency :
Mutual Aid - Assist SPTP :
Neighbor Trouble :
No Criminal Offense :
No Incident Type Assigned :
Noise Complaint :
Non-Breather/Cardiac Arrest :
Non-Criminal Incident Report :
Officer Needs Assistance :
Panhandler(s) :
Panic Alarm :
Parking Complaint :
Parking Complaint Follow Up :
Parking Follow Up Needed :
Passing Bad Checks :
Person with a gun :
Person with a weapon :
PFO :
Place Found Open :
Psychiatric Emergency :
Public Service ( Phone Call) :
Reckless Operator :
Report :
Repossessed Vehicle :
Robbery-street robbery :
See a complainant :
See compl - auto acc report :
See compl for a report :
See the Manager Info :
Sexual Assault or Offense :
Shots Fired/ Heard :
Silent 911 Call :
Smell of Gas :
Special Detail :
Squad Run / EMS Call :
SRO Login :
Station Detail :
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3
19
1
3
3
9
1
19
2
4
6
8
13
1
11
1
4
1
4
1
32
7
34
1
3
1
1
1
15
1
2
2
13
1
18
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
27
101
23
5
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:04/01/2018 to:04/30/2018

Printed: 5/5/2018 2:39 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
Subpeona -service/attempt :
Supplemental Report :
Susp vehicle and occupants :
Suspicious Person Investigate :
Suspicious Person/Vehicle :
Suspicious Vehicle :
Telephone Call/Information :
Telephone Harassment :
Theft :
Theft from Auto :
Theft of Auto :
TIP - Drug Activity :
Traffic Hazard :
Traffic Stop :
Transportation :
Trespassing :
Trouble :
Trouble Brewing :
Trouble Loc From Cell Ph GPS :
Trouble with a Customer :
Trouble with an employee :
Truancy :
Unknown Trouble :
Vacation / Residence Check :
Vehicle Tampering :
Wanted Person :
Department: Police Department :
Jurisdiction: North College Hill :

7
1
4
15
11
9
14
3
24
1
2
2
2
153
1
2
39
8
3
10
1
13
5
9
2
46
1,290
1,290

Total Incidents :

1,290
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CITCITY OF NORTH COLLEGE HILL
MONTHLY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE REPORT

JANUARY 2017
RESIDENTIAL LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

13

SELF-INITIATED =

10

COMPLAINTS =

3

YEAR-TO-DATE RESIDENTIAL LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

NOT
AVAILABLE
AT THIS TIME

13

SELF-INITIATED =

10

COMPLAINTS =

3

BUSINESS LETTERS ISSUED

TOTAL =

3

SELF-INITIATED =

3

COMPLAINTS =

0

YEAR-TO-DATE BUSINESS LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

3

SELF-INITIATED =

3

COMPLAINTS =

0

COMPLIANCE COMPLETED YEAR-TO-DATE
TOTAL =

21

VIOLATIONS CORRECTED VS. YTD LETTERS SENT

COURT CITATIONS
TOTAL FOR MONTH =

6

TOTAL YEAR-TO-DATE =

6

COURTESY LETTERS
TOTAL =

0

SELF-INITIATED =

0

COMPLAINTS =

0

YEAR-TO-DATE COURTESY LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

0

SELF-INITIATED =

0

COMPLAINTS =

0
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CITY OF NORTH COLLEGE HILL
MONTHLY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE REPORT

VIOLATION STATISTICS
CURRENT
MONTH

YEAR TO
DATE

12 MONTHS
AGO

GRASSES, WEEDS, SHRUBS

0

0

0

CLEANUP OF DEBRIS, TRASH, ETC.

17

17

4

REPAIR/MAINTENANCE TO STRUCTURE

4

4

2

INOPERABLE/UNLICENSED VEHICLES

1

1

1

PARKING ON A NON PAVED SURFACE

5

5

0

TRASH CANS LOCATION

2

2

1

OTHER

0

0

15

24

24

N/A

CATEGORIES

NOT
AVAILABLE
AT THIS
TIME
TOTALS =

NOTE: CATEGORY NUMBERS ARE NOT EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF
LETTERS ACTUALLY ISSUED. THERE ARE USUALLY MULTIPLE
VIOLATIONS PER LETTER.

BUSINESSESS CONTACTED

1. Kroger

2. Auto Zone

3. Dollar General

4. Angels of Joy

NOTES
3 work orders were sent to Public Works. Rental registrations are out. We are now receiving them back
and are putting all the landlord information into the database. We have 909 rental properties that we
know of.
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THANK YOU

THE NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT
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